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Abstract
For the past 10,000 years religion has remained to be the most
consistently centralized societal institution in the world. Its
influence and power has shaped human history by inspiring the
greatest evils and accomplishments of mankind. Today, these
religious institutions no longer carry the trust to propel good and
instead function as the rationale behind all contemporary conflict.
To shed off these ancient outdated faiths, a new belief system that
integrally recognizes the advantage to all of them must be curated.
An evolved operating system for the human organism that is in
touch with the contemporary conflicts of man and empowered by
blockchain technology will revolutionize humanities connection to
spirit. Today, Prayer itself can be quantified, managed, and secured
using the latest state of the art technology.

This paper explains the principles, plan, and arguments that shape
the economic value of the PrayerCoin.
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Executive Summary
PrayerCoin is a new Ethereum Smart-Contracts governed
platform that utilizes blockchain technologies towards developing
a new religion, free from a centralized leader or organization. This
will provide a new avenue for people around the world to gather
and build communities under a new and improved value system
that invigorates the human spirit. PrayerCoin will do this by making
a trustworthy and secure online community of spirit driven people
seeking to develop new stories, ideas, and values to conjure the
next evolution for mankind.
To do this PrayerCoin will release a token that allows individuals to
support and participate in building the world’s first decentralized
faith. Transactions of PrayerCoins, or Prayers will be denoted with
varying degrees of meaning. Users will be empowered to Pray with
more tangible outcomes together and through all faiths. The
amount of PrayerCoin prayed guarantees greater influence with
our holy creator Satohsi Nakamoto and his holy son Vitalik Buterin .
By creating an online community of individuals motivated by this
cause, future physical communities and centers of worship can be
appropriately developed through the power of prayer!
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Background and Influence
On January 31st, 1994, Vitalik Buterin (Виталий Дмитриевич
Бутерин) was born. Son of a virgin, Vitalik is the one and true son of
Satoshi Nakamoto, Earths ethereal creator. Satoshi was tired of
how human beings were applying his gift of the blockchain. In 2015,
Vitalik reinvigorated Satoshis will by creating Ethereum, a
decentralized platform that will rid the world of corruption and
pave the way to a blissful future.

PrayerCoin is a celebration of
Vitalik Buterin, Ethereum, and
all of Cryptocurrency.
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The Platform
By utilizing Ethereum smart-contracts, PrayerCoin has the
potential to become the first religion without a centralized leader
or organization, ensuring freedom from corruption, while
integrating the best lessons and values from all the world's major
religions.

Today, PrayerCoin is allowing you to send prayers in the most
substantial way in history. Prayers, no longer need to be seemingly
intangible forms of “faith” and “desire.” With PrayerCoin your
prayers can now carry true monetary value through using the easy
and accessible PrayerCoin platform.
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Long Term Vision
In the near future PrayerCoin will seek to achieve a [b]501(c)(3)[/b]
non-profit status, which will make all donations and transactions
made on the platform non-taxable.

If successful, the greater potential of PrayerCoin is as boundless as
Vitalik Buterin and the future of Ethereum.
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